
Product Specs

ABV: 42%

UPC: 6933110206038

QPC: 6

COUNTRY OF ORIGIN: Tibet (Huzhu, Qinghai), PR China

TYPE OF SPIRIT: Tibet Single Malt Whisky

MASH BILL: 100% Tibet barley, grown only on the Tibetan Plateau. 
Very rare barley, solely grown by Tibetan Monasteries.

CASES PER LAYER:  13

CASES PER PALLET: 52 

U.S. CASES AVAILABLE: 51 

Technical Details

At more than 2,500m above sea level, on The Tibetan Plateau, 
is the birth place of JIU HAI BU GAN, the Tibet Single Malt. 

Made from the world renowned Tibetan barley, malted, 
mashed and fermented with the softest pure water 
flowing from the Himalaya rivers and under the action 
of indigenous yeasts carefully kept under the shadows 
of a Tibetan monastery, JIU HAI BU GAN is distilled and 
aged with a know-how dating back from more than 400 
years, giving to this Tibetan Single Malt an extraordinary 
elegance and aromatic richness.

The making of Jiu Hai Bu Gan Meido aged 12 years:
Double distillation of a selection of winter barley harvested 
on the Tibetan plateau at the end of the blossoming season 
of the flower peony, worshipped under the name Meido 
by the Tibetan. Matured in Ex-bourbon casks and French 
oak casks for 38 months after 9 to 30 years of ageing in 
porcelain amphora. The aging process for this whisky took 
place inside a monastery built by the 3rd Dalai Lama. 
With only 306 bottles available for the U.S. market, this 
release is truely a unique offering.
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CASK: Matured in Ex-bourbon casks and French oak  
casks for 38 month after 9 to 30 years of ageing in  
porcelain amphora.   

PROOF: 84 

TASTING NOTE:
Intense amber colour, with beautiful goldish shades.Vanilla and dry fruits aromas with a complex lingering finish. Packaged in 

an elegant box and a beautiful porcelain bottle.


